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CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO 
Development Review Commission Minutes 

Monday, July 2, 2018 

 
The Commissioners convened at 7:02 p.m. in the Council Chamber of City Hall, 380 A Avenue. 
  
Members present:   Chair David Poulson, Vice Chair Brent Ahrend, Paden Prichard, Jeff Shearer 

(via phone), Nick Shur, and Jason Frankel  
 
Members absent:  Kirk Smith 
 
Staff present:    Jessica Numanoglu, Planning Manager; Johanna Hastay, Senior Planner; and 

Evan Boone, Deputy City Attorney 
 
COUNCIL UPDATE 
Councilor Theresa Kohlhoff updated the DRC members on items being addressed by the City 
Council: 

1. She noted that recently retired Lake Oswego Police Chief Don Johnson has been replaced 
by Dale Jorgensen (formerly Lake Oswego Police Captain).  

2. She and Councilor Gudman attended a recent Clackamas County Coordinating Committee 
(C4) retreat on transportation.  

No questions or comments from DRC members present followed.  

FINDINGS 
LU 18-0020, a request by Kimberly Ann Moyer Trust for approval of the following Residential Infill 
Design (RID) variance and removal of three trees in order to construct a new single-family dwelling: 

• Reduce the required 10-foot south side yard setback to 1.5 feet. 
The site is located at 1136 North Shore Rd. (21E10BB07600). Staff coordinator is Evan Fransted, 
Associate Planner. 
Mr. Ahrend moved to approve the findings for LU 18-0020. Mr. Frankel seconded the motion and 
it passed 4:2. 
Mr. Shearer went offline after the vote. 

MINUTES 
Chair Poulson moved to approve the March 26, 2018 minutes. Mr. Prichard seconded the motion 
and it passed 3:2 with two abstentions. 
Mr. Ahrend moved to approve the April 16, 2018 minutes. Chair Poulson seconded the motion 
and it passed 5:0. 
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PUBLIC HEARING 
LU 18-0018, a request by Gary Nelson for approval of a 5-lot subdivision and the removal of 50 
trees for frontage and site improvements. 
The site is located at 18909 SW 65th Ave. (21E19BB12300). Staff coordinator is Johanna Hastay, 
Senior Planner. 
Chair Poulson opened the hearing. 
Evan Boone, Deputy City Attorney, gave an overview of the public hearing process.  
Mr. Boone then outlined the applicable criteria and procedure, then asked DRC members to 
declare ex parte contacts, biases, or other conflicts relating to applicants or the proposed project. 
Mr. Shur and Mr. Frankel both declared that they have no conflict of interests, no ex parte contact, 
no bias, nor have they visited the site.  Chair Poulson, Mr. Prichard, and Mr. Ahrend responded 
similarly with the exception that they all have visited the site. No one challenged any 
Commissioner’s ability to consider the application. 
Staff Report 
Johanna Hastay summarized the site proposal. Given the site has no plan development overlay, 
the only zone dimensional standards that come into play are minimum lot size and width. All of the 
lots meet both the 10,000 square-foot minimum lot size and the 65-foot lot width requirements. The 
rest of the R-10 zone dimension standards and the structure design standards will be evaluated 
when permits for future dwellings are presented.  
Staff is currently recommending authorization to remove 32 of the 50 trees proposed.  
The applicant has not yet shown directly how the root zones and tree canopies of the remaining 18 
trees would be impacted by the proposed development. Therefore, the proposed development 
does not meet criteria 1 for issuance of tree cutting permits as described in LOC 55.02.080. Hence, 
staff is recommending to deny removal of those 18 trees. This doesn’t preclude the applicant from 
coming back with a future tree removal permit.  
Staff agrees with the applicant that all criteria, including Criterion 3, is met for removal of 32 trees. 
Although 18 of those trees were found to be significant, the applicant has demonstrated that 
alternatives were explored and no reasonable alternative, as described in Exception (b), exists to 
allow the property to be used as permitted in the zone.  
In summary, staff recommends approval, subject to the conditions in the staff report. 
Questions of Staff 
Mr. Ahrend sought clarification regarding the 18 trees not recommended for removal, asking if it is 
because they would not need to be graded for the access street and that any grading of the lots 
would be done after building permits are approved. Ms. Hastay confirmed.  
Mr. Prichard noted that the subdivision to the south has a meandering sidewalk rather than a 
straight sidewalk. The development proposes a straight sidewalk set further away from the street. 
He asked if there was any reason why the proposal could not continue the meandering aspect of 
the sidewalk on the neighboring properties. Ms. Hastay mentioned that she did not attend the pre-
application conference, so she wasn’t involved with the early conversation regarding right-of-way 
improvements. However, the alignment and width of the sidewalk comply with LOC Chapter 42 and 
with the onsite circulation standards for ADA compliance.  
Mr. Prichard also noted that the right-of-way line is further east on the property than on the 
property to the south. Ms. Hastay replied that she did not examine the site to the south for any 
particular details. A meandering sidewalk is an option if it works with the site.  
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Chair Poulson asked why the proposed development has opted for a private stormwater system. 
Ms. Hastay deferred the question to the applicant’s stormwater engineer.  
Chair Poulson noted that the development to the south has curb-tight sidewalks in the cul-de-sac. 
Ms. Hastay replied that the property is unincorporated and that it is typical for the county to have 
curb-tight sidewalks. The city preference is to have a planting strip between the curb and sidewalk. 
Chair Poulson explained that he raised the subject because of his concerns over ADA ramps. The 
curb-tight design on the adjacent development is radial to the curb. The current proposal seems to 
suggest that the ramps just end with no way to cross 65th Avenue.  
Applicant 
Ken Sandblast, Westlake Consultants, 15115 SW Sequoia Pkwy, Tigard, OR 97224, working with 
the property owner and the applicant, Mission Homes, summarized the proposal. He began by 
noting that Mission Homes developed the homes to the south that were discussed earlier. The 
biggest difference is that the current proposal is a straight subdivision, not a planned unit 
development (PUD), whereas the property to the south was a PUD. He addressed the various 
challenges involved with the site, including north to south downward slope and mitigation of tree 
removal. The applicant proposes using low impact development practices for dealing with surface 
water onsite that includes a 6.5-foot wide swale and storm laterals for rooftops.   
Questions of Applicant 
Mr. Shur inquired about the weak soils map displayed on page 22 of the staff report and whether it 
is related to the trees recommended to be preserved. Mr. Sandblast replied that his experience 
with the City’s weak soils map is that there is no direct correlation to trees.  
Mr. Prichard asked if the change of the sidewalk on Lot 5 affects the lot size. Mr. Sandblast replied 
that it does not.  
Mr. Prichard sought clarification that trees offsite are protected. Mr. Sandblast confirmed that they 
will be protected.  
Chair Poulson commented that the applicant is dealing with a shallow stormwater system. Mr. 
Sandblast replied that the southwest corner dictates what can be done. Chair Poulson followed, 
asking if a water quality treatment system (e.g. stormwater filter) could be installed and still make 
grade. Mr. Sandblast replied that depth is the issue in determining how to keep the line covered.  
Chair Poulson expressed concerns about the stormwater swale being located in a localized low 
spot and questioned where water would go if the overflow pipe were to fail. Mr. Sandblast replied 
that the south side of the swale would be graded up to create a bank above the swale. 
Chair Poulson expressed concern regarding conveyance given that the four test pits only 
penetrated five feet. He opined that perhaps the test pit did not penetrate deep enough in order to 
discover impervious material. If, for example, it was discovered through a deeper test pit that there 
is infiltration ability that would allow a deeper stormwater system without contributing to the existing 
conveyance system, would it be worth exploring installing drywells? Mr. Sandblast attributed that 
five-foot test pit to a couple items. The geotechnical engineer has done a lot of work in the area. 
Hence, there is already a lot of familiarity of the soil types. Mr. Sandblast’s experience with drywells 
is mixed. His observations of sites with similar conditions as the development proposal is that they 
do they do not work as well. Mr. Sandblast acknowledged that there is still work to do later during 
the design phase.  
Chair Poulson commented that the profile of “Street A” shows a flat spot in the vertical curve of the 
roadway of approximately 0.2 percent. He opined that the profile cannot be correct. Mr. Sandblast 
replied that a storm drain crosses in the middle at the low spot to direct water and get the cul-de-
sac to drain to the west. Secondly, final level engineering has not yet been conducted, so it is likely 
the street profile will be refined. Chair Paulson followed with a comment that if the street is flat 
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because of the vertical curve, given the likely low speeds, perhaps consider removing the vertical 
curve. Doing so might deepen the road which is cutting into the cover for the drain pipe. Mr. 
Sandblast acknowledged the comment. 
Public Testimony 
In Support 

None 
Neither For Nor Against 

None 
In Opposition 

None 
Deliberations 
Mr. Boone asked if anyone attending had any additional written testimony. None was presented. 
Mr. Shur commented that it seems like a typical subdivision. His concern regards the sidewalk 
wrapping around the cul-de-sac and what happens when the lots are built and curb cuts are 
installed. He can envision it becoming one continuous curb cut.  
Mr. Ahrend likes that the 10,000 square-foot lots match the surrounding neighborhood. 
Chair Poulson opined that it is unfortunate the storm system has to be private because that brings 
in the fact that a Homeowners Association needs to be formed with CC&Rs for only five lots. He 
urged the applicant to find a way during the final design to incorporate a public system. Otherwise, 
he stated that it is a fine project and supports it.  
Mr. Prichard expressed appreciation that the proposal is a standard subdivision instead of flag lots. 
He would encourage the developer to consider a meandering rather than a straight sidewalk. 
Mr. Ahrend moved to approve LU 18-0018 with one condition to clarify that the applicant will need 
easements for street trees on the cul-de-sac on lots 3, 4 and 5. Mr. Boone asked the applicant if 
they had comments on the proposed condition of approval. None were presented. Chair Poulson 
seconded the motion and it passed 5:0. 
Findings are to come back to the Commission at the July 16, 2018 meeting at 6:00 PM. 
ADDITIONAL ITEMS 
Jessica Numanoglu informed DRC members that a hearing will be held on August 6, 2018 on the 
Mercantile development and sought to confirm that members present will be able to attend. All 
replied yes, they would attend. Secondly, the beginning of a new fiscal year marks the election/re-
election of the DRC chair and vice chair. The election will be on the agenda for the next DRC 
meeting. 
 
ADJOURNMENT  

Chair Poulson adjourned the meeting at 8:14 pm. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
Kat Kluge 
Administrative Support 
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